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Executive Summary 
In agreement with the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers 
(PARCC), Pearson and Educational Testing Service (ETS) together participated in a research 
study to evaluate the viability of automated scoring of the Prose Constructed Responses (PCRs) 
included in PARCC’s Performance-Based Assessment.   Seventy-five of the prompts 
administered during the Spring 2014 field test, spanning multiple grade levels and task types, 
were included in the study.   Pearson and ETS each trained their scoring engines on the prompts 
using the same set of human scored responses.  They then applied their trained scoring engines 
to a separate set of unseen student responses.   The performance of the engines was compared 
to the performance of the human scorers on that held out set. 
 
On average, across the two to three traits that were scored for each of the seventy-five 
prompts, for a total of two hundred automated scoring models, the performance of the 
automated engines matched that of the human scorers based on a variety of different 
performance metrics typically used to evaluate human and automated scoring.    
 
Performance was compared based on grade level, trait, and type of prompt.  Looking at 
performance by grade level, only in grade 3 did the automated systems perform slightly below the 
humans.  Performance across the traits was similar for the humans and automated systems, with 
the Knowledge of Language and Conventions trait being the most challenging for all, humans 
included, as has frequently been the case for previous types of assessments.   Performance 
across the different task types was also similar for humans and the automated systems. 
 
Potential issues with human or automated scoring were identified based on thresholds for 
different performance metrics and differences between different sets of scorers.  These criteria 
serve as guidelines for evaluating and comparing human and automated scoring, and represent 
points of discussion rather than absolute measures for accepting or rejecting the scoring of a 
given item. 
 
Across the different grade levels, traits, and task types, the percentage of prompts with 
potential issues was similar for the humans and the automated systems. 
 
The analyses detailed in the report support the viability of automated scoring on the new types of 
college and career ready constructed responses that make up the PARCC Performance-Based 
Assessment. 
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Introduction 
Automated scoring is a key technology supporting PARCC’s vision for next generation 
assessments.   It provides the type of consistency, speed, and cost savings that are necessary to 
support the scope of the PARCC assessment and the volumes of constructed responses it 
includes.  All of those benefits mean nothing, however, if automated scoring is not accurate.   To 
address this concern, Pearson and Educational Testing Service (ETS), in partnership with 
PARCC, participated in a research study to evaluate the viability of automated scoring of the 
Prose Constructed Responses (PCRs) included in PARCC’s Performance-Based Assessment.   
Seventy-five of the prompts administered during the Spring 2014 field test, spanning multiple 
grade levels and task types, were included in the study with the results detailed in this report.  
 
PARCC’s contract with Pearson states that automated scoring of the PARCC assessment is to be 
phased in over the next several years.  In the first operational year, automated scoring will be 
used as a quality check on human scoring.   The human score will be the score of record, but 
automated scoring will be used as a 10% second score to check inter-rater reliability and inform 
read behinds and other actions by (human) scoring directors and supervisors.   As detailed in the 
remainder of the report, the results of this study support that use.  The use of automated scoring 
in the first operational year will supply additional results and data to inform the use of automated 
scoring in subsequent years.   Current plans are for automated scoring to be used as the first 
score for two-thirds of the PCR items in the second operational year and finally for all of the PCR 
items in the third operational year. 
 
Automated scoring originated with Project Essay Grade (PEG) in the late 1960’s (Page 1968).  
With advances in computing and natural language processing, and the advent of more 
widespread access to the Internet, automated scoring took on new life in the 1990’s with both 
Pearson3 and ETS developing automated scoring systems.  Pearson’s Intelligent Essay Assessor 
(IEA) and ETS’s e-rater have since been used to score millions of constructed responses written 
by students in elementary to high school to college and beyond in summative, formative, and 
practice settings.   A brief overview of the systems is included in this report, with the References 
& Suggested Readings section providing a variety of additional sources for more information on 
the systems and their use and performance on past assessments. 
 
The PARCC Performance-Based Assessment includes three types of Prose Constructed 
Responses -- Literary Analysis, Research Simulation, and Narrative -- designed to elicit evidence 
that students have understood one or more complex texts and can communicate their 
understanding well through written expression and knowledge of language and conventions.   
Although these are new types of items, and so this study represents the first application of 
automated scoring to exactly them, a study by the Council for Aid to Education (Steedle & Elliot 
2012) provides evidence for the efficacy of using automated scoring on related types of items 
involving synthesizing information and drawing evidence from multiple complex sources. 
 
In the following sections, we describe the design of the study and present a variety of different 
performance results showing that automated scoring is largely comparable to human scoring.  

                                                        
3 Pearson acquired the group that developed the Intelligent Essay Assessor, Knowledge Analysis Technologies, in 2004. 
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These results support PARCC’s plans to use automated scoring as the quality check on human 
scoring during the Spring 2015 administration. 

Research Design 
The proof-of-concept study included Prose Constructed Responses (PCRs) for all three tasks 
types from the Performance-Based Assessment: 

• Research simulation 
• Literary analysis 
• Narrative writing  

The study included five examples of each of the three PCR types at five different grade levels, for 
a total of seventy-five prompts. The table below provides a summary of the items that were 
included in the study. 
 

Task Type 

Grade	 Research 
Simulation	

Literary 
Analysis	

Narrative 
Writing	

3	 5	 5	 5	

5	 5	 5	 5	

7	 5	 5	 5	

9	 5	 5	 5	

11	 5	 5	 5	

Total per type	 25	 25	 25	

Total prompts	 75	

Total trait scores	 50 x 3 (Research+Literary) + 25 x 2 (Narrative) = 200	
Table 1. Summary of prompts included in the study 

As noted at the bottom of the table, the Research Simulation and Literary Analysis PCRs were 
evaluated for three different traits: 

• Written Expression 
• Knowledge of Language and Conventions 
• Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details 

The Narrative Writing prompts were evaluated for just the first two traits and not Reading 
Comprehension.   
 
Student performance data was collected for each of the seventy-five prompts during the Spring 
2014 field test.   Pearson and Educational Testing Service (ETS) both participated in the study 
each using their own scoring engines: Pearson’s Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) and ETS’s e-
rater.  The study involved three main tasks detailed in the next sections: 

1. Prompt Selection 
2. Sample Selection & Training 
3. Evaluation 
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Prompt Selection 
The Spring 2014 field test included 186 prompts administered in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. Table 
2 summarizes the characteristics of these prompts. For each grade, we include the mean, 
minimum, and maximum number of responses per prompt, the mean length of the responses in 
word, the mean score assigned to the responses (by human scorer 1) across all traits, the 
standard deviation of the scores, and the distribution of the scores across the score points.4 
  
The numbers of responses vary somewhat across the grades.   The smallest number of 
responses per prompt was 648 in grade 11 and the maximum was 10,387 in grade 7.5  The 
differences in number of responses occurred because some prompts appeared on multiple forms 
as parts of linking sets. For some prompts used to collect data for vertical linking research, 
responses were included from grade levels above or below the targeted grade level.  
 
Students in grade 3 wrote substantially less than students in grade 5 who wrote substantially less 
than students in the higher grades.   The mean score was generally very low, below 1 for all of 
the grades except grade 11, where the mean was just above 1.  Few students received the top 
one or two score points across the grades.   
 
The average percentage of responses human double-scored for each prompt was 35%.6 
 

Grade 
N Mean 

Length 
Mean 
Score 

Std Dev 
Score 

Score Point Distribution 

Mean Min Max 0 1 2 3 4 

3 2466 755 7171 55 0.68 0.74 46.3% 41.3% 10.6% 1.9% N/A 

5 3001 1060 10326 116 0.72 0.77 45.8% 38.6% 13.6% 2.1% N/A 

7 3330 985 10387 157 0.94 0.94 38.9% 35.3% 19.3% 5.7% 0.8% 

9 1728 807 5944 169 0.96 0.86 33.9% 41.6% 19.9% 4.3% 0.4% 

11 1521 648 4506 154 1.07 0.98 33.4% 36.5% 20.8% 8.3% 1.1% 
Table 2.  Characteristics of the 186 prompts administered in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 by grade 

The demographic characteristics of the students who responded to the prompts are provided in 
Table 3. These data are pooled across all of the prompts developed for a particular grade level. In 
general, and as would be expected, these demographic characteristic are indicative of the overall 
demographic characteristics of students participating in the PARCC field test. Several trends in 
the demographic characteristics are worthy of note. First, the percentages of participating 

                                                        
4 Because the score scales vary across the grades and traits, the values in the table are not strictly comparable but 
provide a snapshot of the data. 
5 These numbers exclude responses that were blank or received condition codes. Examples of condition codes are No 
response, Response is unintelligible or undecipherable, Response is not written in English, Off-topic, and Refusal to 
respond. 
6 A note about human scoring: All Human scorers possess a minimum of a Bachelor Degree from a four-year Institution 
and are required to undergo robust training prior to qualification. Training includes instruction on use of the scoring 
system, rubric training, and practice sets designed to develop experience in independently applying the rubric to student 
responses. Scorers are then presented with three qualification sets of 10 papers each. Scorers must achieve 70% exact 
agreement and 95% adjacent agreement with PARCC-approved scores on two out of three sets or they are disqualified 
from scoring the assigned item. Scorers must maintain 70% exact agreement and 95% adjacent agreement on validity 
responses to remain eligible to score. 
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Hispanic/Latinos decreased noticeably between the primary and middle grades and the high 
school grades, and the percentages of White participants increased at the high school grade 
bands in a complementary fashion. Second, the percentage of ELL participants decreased from 
the lower grades to the upper grades, a trend that is consistent with the testing population of the 
PARCC states. A similar decrease in the percentages of participating students with disabilities 
(SWDs) across grades also occurred, although for the PARCC states population, SWDs 
percentages stay fairly stable from lower to higher grades. 
 

 
Grade 

3 5 7 9 11 

Ethnicity 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
American Indian/Alaska 
Native 

257 
(0.67%) 

386 
(1.03%) 

209 
(0.55%) 

305 
(0.96%) 

345 
(1.42%) 

Asian 
1466 

(3.83%) 
1382 

(3.67%) 
1279 

(3.38%) 
961 

(3.02%) 
889 

(3.66%) 

Black or African American 
7178 

(18.75%) 
6083 

(16.16%) 
7909 

(20.89%) 
5473 

(17.17%) 
4210 

(17.32%) 

Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity 
7206 

(18.83%) 
7652 

(20.33%) 
6659 

(17.59%) 
4197 

(13.17%) 
3035 

(12.49%) 

Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 

87 
(0.23%) 

68 
(0.18%) 

65 
(0.17%) 

52 
(0.16%) 

232 
(0.95%) 

White 
21125 

(55.19%) 
21286 

(56.55%) 
21038 

(55.56%) 
20304 

(63.71%) 
15208 

(62.57%) 

Demographic Race Two or 
More Races 

937 
(2.45%) 

664 
(1.76%) 

654 
(1.73%) 

502 
(1.58%) 

365 
(1.50%) 

Total 
38274 
(100%) 

37643 
(100%) 

37862 
(100%) 

31869 
(100%) 

24307 
(100%) 

 
     

English Language Learner 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 

Yes 
2516 

(6.57%) 
1803 

(4.79%) 
1182 

(3.12%) 
482 

(1.51%) 
328 

(1.35%) 

No 
35758 

(93.43%) 
35840 

(95.21%) 
36680 

(96.88%) 
31387 

(98.49%) 
23979 

(98.65%) 

 
     

Student with Disabilities 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 
Number 

(Percent) 

Yes 
3522 

(9.20%) 
3273 

(8.69%) 
3120 

(8.24%) 
2320 

(7.28%) 
1593 

(6.55%) 

No 
34752 

(90.80%) 
34370 

(91.31%) 
34742 

(91.76%) 
29549 

(92.72%) 
22714 

(93.45%) 
Table 3.  Demographic characteristics of the students who responded to the 186 prompts 
administered in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. 
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From the 186 prompts administered in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, we selected 75 prompts to be 
included in the study.  Table 4 provides a summary of their characteristics. Prompts were 
selected to avoid those with particularly low N counts, those where human scorers had low 
agreement, and those with skewed distributions, e.g. those consisting of mostly 0’s.  
 
 

Grade 
N Mean 

Length 
Mean 
Score 

Std Dev 
Score 

Score Point Distribution 

Mean Min Max 0 1 2 3 4 

3 3582 755 7170 61 0.71 0.75 44.8% 41.7% 11.3% 2.3% N/A 

5 4202 1076 8590 113 0.64 0.74 49.8% 37.6% 11.0% 1.6% N/A 

7 4575 1012 9911 164 0.87 0.90 41.5% 36.5% 16.7% 4.6% 0.7% 

9 2436 807 5740 167 0.91 0.85 35.9% 41.9% 18.0% 3.9% 0.4% 

11 1995 694 3967 157 1.00 0.97 36.4% 36.7% 18.6% 7.4% 1.0% 
Table 4.  Characteristics of the 75 prompts included in the study broken out by grade 

 
The demographic characteristics of the students who responded to the 75 prompts included in the 
study are provided in Table 5. In general, and again as expected, these demographic 
characteristics and the trends across grades are very similar to those presented in Table 3.  
 
A comparison of human and automated scoring broken down by demographic subgroups was 
beyond the scope of this proof of concept study. However, at least some prompts and the 
participant sample sizes may support analyses of this nature for at least some subgroups. Further 
analyses looking at such comparisons may be desirable, although there will be additional 
opportunities for such research based on the first year’s operational data. 
 
 
 Grade 

 3 5 7 9 11 

Ethnicity Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

American Indian/Alaska 
Native 

217 
(0.67%) 

364 
(1.03%) 

203 
(0.54%) 

238 
(1.06%) 

299 
(1.42%) 

Asian 1241 
(3.83%) 

1288 
(3.65%) 

1272 
(3.41%) 

660 
(2.95%) 

761 
(3.61%) 

Black or African American 6055 
(18.71%) 

5733 
(16.24%) 

7767 
(20.81%) 

3853 
(17.22%) 

3642 
(17.26%) 

Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity 6136 
(18.96%) 

7133 
(20.20%) 

6529 
(17.49%) 

2820 
(12.60%) 

2624 
(12.43%) 

Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 

75 
(0.23%) 

63 
(0.18%) 

65 
(0.17%) 

36 
(0.16%) 

193 
(0.91%) 

White 17828 
(55.07%) 

19973 
(56.57%) 

20798 
(55.72%) 

14365 
(64.20%) 

13248 
(62.77%) 
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Demographic Race Two or 
More Races 

802 
(2.48%) 

629 
(1.78%) 

647 
(1.73%) 

353 
(1.58%) 

315 
(1.49%) 

Total 32371 
(100%) 

35305 
(100%) 

37329 
(100%) 

22375 
(100%) 

21104 
(100%) 

      

English Language Learner Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Yes 2113 
(6.53%) 

1692 
(4.79%) 

1163 
(3.12%) 

320 
(1.43%) 

284 
(1.35%) 

No 30258 
(93.47%) 

33613 
(95.21%) 

36166 
(96.88%) 

22055 
(98.57%) 

20820 
(98.65) 

      

Student with Disabilities Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Number 
(Percent) 

Yes 3022 
(9.34%) 

3101 
(8.78%) 

3062 
(8.20%) 

1468 
(6.56%) 

1394 
(6.61%) 

No 29349 
(90.66%) 

32204 
(91.22%) 

34267 
(91.80%) 

20907 
(93.44%) 

19710 
(93.39) 

Table 5.  Demographic characteristics of the students who responded to the 75 prompts included in 
the study. 

 

Sample Selection & Training 
For each prompt, we divided the responses into two sets: 

1. Training/Evaluation Set 

2. Test/Validation Set  

Two-thirds of the responses for each prompt were used for training and evaluation, while one 
third was held out to validate performance.   Pearson and ETS used the same sets.  The 
Training/Evaluation set was used to train, evaluate, and tune each scoring engine so as to 
produce the best possible scoring models for each trait and prompt. The final scoring models 
were then applied to the held out Test/Validation set producing two to three trait scores for each 
response, as appropriate for the task type.    For Pearson, the Test/Validation set was managed 
by a contractor outside of Pearson and for ETS by staff not directly involved in the study.   The 
Test/Validation set was not available to those involved in the study until all engine training was 
complete. Neither Pearson nor ETS viewed the responses in the Test/Validation set until they 
were run against the final scoring models. 

 

Evaluation 
Automated scoring performance is typically evaluated by comparison with human scoring 
performance.   Evaluation criteria for the scoring models was based on criteria most often used in 
evaluating automated scoring (Williamson, Xi, Breyer 2012; Bridgeman 2013; Morgon et al 2012, 
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium 2014) and consisted of the following measures of 
inter-rater agreement:  
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• Pearson correlation (r)7 
• Quadratic-weighted kappa (Kappa_QW)8 
• Exact and adjacent agreement 
• Standardized mean difference (SMD)9 

 
 
Some of the criteria are absolute, and some are based on differences between sets of scorers, 
but in general they are guidelines for evaluating scoring and represent points for discussion rather 
than providing absolute measures for accepting or rejecting the scoring of a given item. 
 
Human scoring performance will vary across the constructed response items included on any 
given assessment.  Some items may yield higher inter-rater reliability, some lower, but even the 
ones that perform less well can contribute valuable information to measuring a student’s ability.  
And so it is the case with automated scoring.  
 
It should be noted that Kappa QW is commonly used with large-scale assessments as a measure 
of the degree to which two judges concur in their respective essay ratings. Kappa QW is a special 
case of the simple Kappa coefficient and is applicable when judgment categories are ordered 
rather than nominal, which is the case for PARCC prose constructed response items. The 
differences between Kappa QW and simple Kappa is that Kappa QW considers different degrees 
of non-concordant ratings, whereas Kappa is only concerned with exact agreement. Both Kappa 
QW and Kappa make adjustments to account for cell frequencies expected by mere chance in a 
two-by-two table of ratings, given the observed marginal totals. We used Kappa QW because it is 
a standard measure of rating agreements and in particular is one of the statistics included in the 
Williamson et al. (2012) article suggesting specific evaluation guidelines for use with automated 
scoring.  
 
Throughout the report, we include discussions of the percentage of prompt / trait combinations 
that might be considered to perform less well using Williamson et al.’s criteria, as a way of 
comparing human performance to automated scoring performance.  Table 6 provides a summary 
of those criteria.  The Value column indicates values of particular measures that may indicate an 
issue, while the Human-Machine Difference column indicates differences between human and 
automated scorers that may indicate an issue.   
 
The values in the table are those recommended by Williamson et al., with the exception of exact 
agreement, which we include for comparison because it is the predominant metric used to 

                                                        
7 We report on the Pearson correlation because it is more widely known.  We also computed other measures of 
correlation, such as Spearman and Kendall’s Tau, which might be considered more appropriate given the characteristics 
of the data set, but did not find substantive differences in relative performance. 
8 The formula for quadratic weighted kappa is 𝐾 = 1 −  !([!!!!!]

!)

!( !!!!! !)
 which compares the mean squared error between the 

pair of ratings that should agree 𝑋!,𝑌!  and a pair of unrelated ratings 𝑋!,𝑌! .  
9 The formula for standardized mean difference is 𝑍 = !!!!!!!

!!!!
! !!!!!

!

!

,  

where 𝑋!! and 𝑋!! are the mean score for rater 1 and rater 2 respectively, and 𝑠𝑑!! and 𝑠𝑑!! are the standard deviation of their scores.  
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evaluate human inter-rater reliability.   We selected the threshold based on the value for which 
human scoring consistency will be flagged during the operational PARCC assessment.  For a 
difference threshold, we use the standard deviation of human agreement across the two hundred 
prompt / trait combinations. That value can be viewed as the typical human exact agreement 
variability index and so is used as the criterion for identifying potentially problematic human to 
machine differences. 
 
 

Measure Threshold Human-Machine Difference 
Pearson Correlation Less than 0.7 Greater than 0.1 
Quadratic Weighted Kappa Less than 0.7 Greater than 0.1 
Exact Agreement Less than 65% Greater than 5.25% 
Standardized Mean Difference Greater than 0.15   
Table 6.  Summary of performance metric values that may indicate an issue with scorer performance 

 

Brief Description of the Scoring Engines 
Although the details of the two scoring engines differ, both the Intelligent Essay Assessor and e-
rater use machine-learning approaches in which the scoring engines are trained to score based 
on the collective wisdom of trained human scorers.  They are also both able to detect unusual 
responses that should be referred to humans for evaluation, such as those that appear to be off-
topic, not English, highly unusual or creative.  More information about the engines can be found in 
the publications listed in the References & Suggested Readings section of the report. 
 

Pearson’s Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) 
Pearson’s Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) will be used for all operational scoring of the PARCC 
assessments. IEA evaluates the structure, style, and content of writing using a range of machine 
learning and natural language processing technologies (Foltz, Streeter, Lochbaum, & Landauer 
2013). One of the hallmarks of IEA is its ability to score constructed responses in content 
domains using Pearson’s unique implementation of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), an approach 
that generates semantic similarity of words and passages by analyzing large bodies of relevant 
text. LSA can then "understand" the meaning of text much the same as a human reader 
(Landauer, Foltz, & Laham 1998; Landauer & Dumais 1997).   
 
To learn to score, IEA extracts aspects of student performance, such as the student’s expression 
of knowledge and command of vocabulary and linguistic resources, and examines the 
relationships between those features and the scores provided by human scorers.  Figure 1 
illustrates some of the features used in IEA and how they relate to specific constructs of student 
writing performance. 
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Figure 1.  Features used in the Intelligent Essay Assessor 

IEA uses Latent Semantic Analysis to derive measures of content, organization, and 
development-based features of writing. For example, the “LSA essay semantic similarity” 
measure compares the semantic similarity of a new essay against a set of essays of known 
quality and assigns a content score based on the scores of the most similar essays, weighted by 
their semantic similarity. This correlates highly with human scores of essays (see Rehder et al., 
1998; Landauer, Laham & Foltz, 2001; 2003). LSA-based measures are also used to compare 
the content of individual sentences to each other to compute measures of coherence (see Foltz, 
Kintsch & Landauer, 1998) as well as to computing semantic similarity of the content of 
sentences or paragraphs against gold standard samples (see Foltz, 1996; Foltz, Gilliam & 
Kendall, 2000). Finally, measures based on the LSA-based vector length of an essay in the 
semantic space are used, providing a measure of the preciseness of content within the essay 
(Rehder et al., 1998). 
 
Along with content-based measures, a range of other automatically computed measures are also 
used to score the lexical sophistication, grammatical, mechanical, stylistic, and organizational 
aspects of essays.  Measures of lexical sophistication include measuring the developmental 
maturity of the words used (see Landauer, Kireyev & Panaccione, 2011) as well as the variety of 
types of words used.  Grammar and mechanics measures use natural language processing 
(NLP)-based approaches to analyze specific linguistic features of the writing. For grammar, such 
measures detect run on sentences, subject- verb agreement, sentence fragments, and use of 
possessives, among others. For assessing mechanics, measures are used that examine 
appropriate spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.  The assessment of stylistic and 
organizational aspects of essays are evaluated using a combination of LSA-based measures to 
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analyze coherence in the essay, as well as NLP-based measures that assess aspects of the 
organization, flow, and development across the essays. 
 
IEA is trained to associate the extracted features in each essay to scores that are assigned by 
human scorers. A machine learning-based approach is used to determine the optimal set of 
features, and the weights for each of those features, to best model the scores for each essay. 
From these comparisons, a prompt and trait-specific scoring model is derived to predict the 
scores that the human scorers would assign to any new responses.   

Educational Testing Service’s e-rater 
E-rater® is Educational Testing Service’s automated writing evaluation system that aligns a 
defined writing construct with natural language processing (NLP) methods in order to identify 
linguistic features in student and test-taker writing for the purpose of scoring and evaluation (e.g., 
feedback) (Burstein et al., 2013; Burstein, 2012; Attali & Burstein, 2006; Burstein et al., 1998). E-
rater® was included in this proof of concept study to provide a more general evaluation of 
automated item scoring with PARCC data. However, E-rater® will not be used operationally for 
PARCC. Using statistical and rule-based NLP methods, e-rater identifies and extracts several 
feature classes for model building and essay scoring (Burstein, Tetreault, & Madnani, 2013; Attali 
& Burstein, 2006; Burstein et al., 2004).  Individual feature classes typically represent an 
aggregate of a larger feature set. The feature classes—the variables of writing that constitute the 
construct model developed for score prediction—include the following: (a) grammatical errors 
(e.g., subject-verb agreement errors), (b) word usage errors (e.g., their versus there), (c) errors in 
writing mechanics (e.g., spelling), (d) presence of essay-based discourse elements (e.g., thesis 
statement, main points, supporting details, and conclusions), (e) development of essay-based 
discourse elements, (f) style weaknesses (e.g., overly repetitious use of vocabulary), (g) two 
content vector analysis-based (CVA) features to evaluate topical word usage, (h) a feature that 
considers correct usage of prepositions and collocations (e.g., powerful computer vs. strong 
computer) (Futagi, Deane, Chodorow, & Tetreault, 2008), and (i) sentence variety.  The set of 
features in (h) represent positive features, rather than errors in conventions. Because proper 
usage of English prepositions and collocations is especially difficult for English learners, the 
addition of these features also expands e-rater’s ability to recognize characteristics of writing 
important for assessing non-native writers.  More details about specific features aggregated 
within a feature class may be found in Attali & Burstein (2006).  For purposes of the PARCC 
Proof-of Concept study, additional features were used that are not currently deployed in the 
operational version of e-rater. These features capture source use (i.e., passages and video 
transcripts) (Beigman Klebanov et al, 2014), relative grammaticality (Heilman et al, 2014), 
vocabulary usage (Beigman Klebanov & Flor, 2013; Flor & Beigman Klebanov, 2014), and 
discourse coherence quality (Somasundaran et al, 2014). 
 
Human-assigned holistic scores are used to build e-rater models. A randomly-selected training 
sample of essays is processed through e-rater, extracting the relevant feature set. Using the 
training data, features are aggregated into conceptually-related groups and converted to a vector 
(list) of numerical feature values. Using a regression modeling approach, the values from this 
sample are used to determine an appropriate weight for each feature (Attali & Burstein, 2006; 
Davey, 2009; and Burstein et al. 2013).  To score a new, unseen essay during a test 
administration, the same process is performed vis-à-vis feature extraction, and conversion of 
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features to a vector format. To compute the final score prediction, these values are then 
multiplied by the weights associated with each feature, and a sum of the weighted feature values 
is computed (Attali, Bridgeman, & Trapani, 2010).  

Results Summary 
In the Appendix of this report, we provide individual tables of results for each of the two hundred 
scoring models that were created and evaluated as part of the study.   In this part of the report, 
we provide a variety of views of the results to provide different summaries of performance and to 
illuminate whether different grade levels, task types, or traits pose particular challenges for 
human or automated scoring.   In the details that follow, we refer to the scoring engines simply as 
Machine A and Machine B so as to focus the discussion on the viability of automated scoring in 
general, rather than on one company’s system versus the other’s.   
 
Within each section, we provide a summary table of results that includes a row for each of the 
following comparisons: 

• Human1 vs. Human 2 
o Comparing the two human rater scores, when two are available.  About 35% of 

the responses, averaged across all the prompts, received a second score.   
• Machine A vs. Human 1 

o Comparing one of the automated scoring engines to the first human read (the 
only human score that is available for all responses) 

• Machine B vs. Human 1 
o Comparing the other automated scoring engine to the first human read 

• Machine A vs. Machine B 
o Comparing the scores of one scoring engine to the other  

• Machine A + Machine B vs. Human 1 
o Comparing the average score from the two automated scoring engines to the first 

human read10 
 
For each of the comparisons, we include the following metrics: 

• N: The number of prompt / trait combinations over which the comparisons were made 
• r: Pearson correlation11  
• Kappa_QW: Quadratic weighted kappa12  
• Exact: The percentage of responses where the scorers agree exactly 
• Adjacent:  The percentage of responses where the scorers agree within one score 

point 
• SMD: Standardized mean difference 

                                                        
10 The raw (unrounded) scores from the two engines were averaged to compute a score for Machine A + Machine B.   
That value was used as is to compute the Pearson correlation, and rounded to the nearest integer to compute agreement. 
11 For the machine to human comparisons, the Pearson correlation was computed using the raw scores output by the 
scoring engines, rather than the corresponding whole number scores that were used for computing the other metrics.  
This allows us to better evaluate the degree to which the engines order the responses in the same way as human scorers, 
in contrast to how well they bucket them into individual scores, as is measured by exact agreement. 
12 In addition to Kappa QW, simple unweighted Kappa statistics were also computed for all of the comparisons. In 
general, the Kappa statistics were lower than the Kappa QW statistics because the relative weighting of adjacent ratings 
contributes to Kappa QW but does not contribute to for simple Kappa. We chose not to include the Kappa statistics in the 
Appendix because the evaluative guideline cited by Williamson et al. (2012) of 0.70 applies specifically to Kappa QW. 
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Because the number of Human1 vs. Human 2 comparisons available in the data represent just 
35% of the responses, while the Machine to Human comparisons are made on all of the data, the 
comparisons presented below are not exactly the same, but should be close to equivalent, as 
was borne out by cursory analyses. 
 
Table 7 provides a summary of performance averaged across all seventy-five prompts (and all 
two hundred traits) included in the study.  Focusing on just the first three rows of the table, we 
see that the performance of the automated systems is quite similar to that of the human scorers.   
The correlation (r) is higher between the automated systems and the humans than it is between 
the two humans.   The quadratic weight kappa is the same or slightly higher for the automated 
systems.   Exact agreement is higher than the humans for one automated system and just slightly 
lower for the other.   Adjacent agreement is higher for the automated systems than the humans.   
All of the values are within the bounds outlined in Table 6. 
 
Looking at the fourth row of the table, comparing the two scoring engines to each other, we see 
that the two engines agree well with each other overall with a correlation of 0.94 and exact 
agreement of 80.3%.  The two scoring engines thus tend to score the responses similarly, sharing 
88% of the variance of the essay scores. 
 
In the fifth row of the table, we report on how well the averaged scores from the two engines 
agree with the human scorers.   The combination of the two engines performs at higher levels 
than the humans, and at somewhat higher levels than either scoring engine alone. 
 
The minimum, maximum, and median values of each of the performance metrics are summarized 
in Table 8 through Table 12. 
  

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 79330 0.75 0.75 71.0% 98.7% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 225576 0.80 0.76 70.4% 99.1% 0.00 
Machine B Human 1 225576 0.81 0.75 72.0% 99.3% 0.06 

Machine A Machine B 225576 0.94 0.84 80.3% 99.9% -0.06 
Machines A+B Human 1 225576 0.81 0.77 72.9% 99.4% 0.02 
Table 7.  Summary of performance results across all prompts included in the study 

Comparison r 
Min Max Median 

Human 2 Human 1 0.58 0.90 0.76 
Machine A Human 1 0.60 0.90 0.80 
Machine B Human 1 0.67 0.90 0.82 

Machine A Machine B 0.80 0.98 0.94 
Machines A+B Human 1 0.66 0.90 0.82 
Table 8.  Min, max, and median of correlation across all prompts included in the study 
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Comparison 
Kappa_QW 

Min Max Median 
Human 2 Human 1 0.58 0.89 0.75 
Machine A Human 1 0.54 0.88 0.77 
Machine B Human 1 0.57 0.87 0.76 

Machine A Machine B 0.62 0.93 0.85 
Machines A+B Human 1 0.59 0.89 0.77 
Table 9.  Min, max, and median of quadratic weighted kappa across all prompts included in the study 

Comparison 
Exact 

Min Max Median 
Human 2 Human 1 55.1% 83.3% 71.0% 
Machine A Human 1 57.5% 82.9% 70.4% 
Machine B Human 1 58.2% 83.6% 71.9% 

Machine A Machine B 65.9% 91.2% 80.7% 
Machines A+B Human 1 59.2% 83.9% 73.1% 
Table 10.  Min, max, and median of exact agreement across all prompts included in the study 

Comparison 
Adjacent 

Min Max Median 
Human 2 Human 1 93.8% 100% 99.0% 
Machine A Human 1 96.3% 100% 99.3% 
Machine B Human 1 97.0% 100% 99.5% 

Machine A Machine B 98.2% 100% 100% 
Machines A+B Human 1 97.5% 100% 99.6% 
Table 11.  Min, max, and median of adjacent agreement across all prompts included in the study 

Comparison SMD 
Min Max Median 

Human 2 Human 1 -0.16 0.11 -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 -0.10 0.21 -0.01 
Machine B Human 1 -0.08 0.20 0.05 

Machine A Machine B -0.24 0.17 -0.07 
Machines A+B Human 1 -0.21 -0.01 0.02 
Table 12.  Min, max, and median of standardized mean difference across all prompts included in the 
study 

 
Figure 2 graphs the distribution of exact agreement across all of the prompts as a kernel density 
plot.   The graphs for the automated systems are more peaked showing a higher percentage of 
prompts occurring around 70% agreement.  Machine B is shifted slightly higher than both the 
humans and Machine A with more prompts over 70% agreement.  The humans also tended to 
have more prompts with lower agreement (note the left tail) versus the automated engines. 
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Figure 2.  Distribution of exact agreement across all prompts 

Figure 3 graphs the kernel density distribution of quadratic weighted kappa.  The graphs for the 
automated systems are again shifted slightly higher than the humans with Machine A being 
slightly higher than Machine B. 

 
Figure 3.  Distribution of quadratic weighted kappa across all prompts13 

                                                        
13 The plateaus for Machines A and B in the figures appear to be an artifact of combining the results across the different 
grades and score ranges given that the same plateaus do not occur in the subsequent figures in which the results are 
grouped by grade, by trait, and by type.  
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Table 13 indicates the percentage of the 200 prompt / trait score combinations that may have 
potential performance issues for humans or the automated systems based on the criteria in Table 
6.   The first four columns indicate the percentage of prompt / trait score combinations for which 
the value of a particular measure might be of concern for each of the scorers. The next three 
columns indicate the percentage where the difference from the humans for a particular measure 
might be of concern for the automated systems.   The difference in correlation (r) between the 
automated systems and the humans on these prompts never falls below the threshold indicated 
in Table 6.   For quadratic weighted kappa, there is only one instance of a difference greater than 
the threshold for Machine A and just five for Machine B.   The majority of the differences are with 
exact agreement.  The column labeled “All” indicates the percentage of prompt / trait score 
combinations for which any one of the measures might be of concern.   Comparing the different 
rows, we see a similar percentage for the human scorers as for the automated systems.    
 
Regardless of the measure used to assess them, both automated scoring engines performed 
very well on the majority of the 200 prompt / trait score combinations.  Performance on any one of 
the measures was lower than the levels given in Table 6 in a small proportion of cases: between 
0% and 14% for Machine A, depending on the measure used, and between 0% and 18% for 
Machine B.  Compare this with human performance between 0% and 16%.  It must be taken into 
consideration that some prompt / trait score combinations are inherently more difficult to score for 
both human and automated systems.  Consequently, the performance of machine scores should 
be expected to be decreased for prompt / trait combinations on which the human rater 
performance is low.  It is also important to note that these proportions should be interpreted with 
caution.  First, they are based on only the available sample for each prompt.  And second, they 
are based on absolute thresholds for the measures of interest. That is, a prompt / trait 
combination for which e.g. the human-human SMD is 0.154 (rounded: 0.15) while the human-
machine SMD is 0.155 (rounded: 0.16) would be considered to display low automated scoring 
performance, but acceptable human scoring performance (based on SMD only) despite the fact 
that the SMD values are very similar. 
 
 

 
r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 

Difference from Humans 
All 

r Kappa_QW Exact 
Humans 16% 16% 12% 0% - - - 25% 
Machine A 5% 14% 10% 1.5% 0% 0.5% 12% 27% 
Machine B 4% 18% 8% 3.5% 0% 2.5% 6% 26% 
Table 13.  Percentage of prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues broken out 
by issue type. The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the measures might be 
of concern.  

In the following sections, we further evaluate the results by looking at performance across the 
different grade levels, the different traits, and the different types of PCRs. 
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By Grade Analysis 
In the sections below, we break out the performance summary information by each grade level.  
Following the discussion of the individual grades, we provide a summary of the similarities and 
differences seen across the grades. 
 

Grade 3 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 16714 0.74 0.73 73.8% 99.0% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 47296 0.74 0.70 69.3% 99.0% 0.04 
Machine B Human 1 47296 0.75 0.69 71.5% 99.3% 0.07 

Machine A Machine B 47296 0.90 0.78 77.7% 99.8% -0.03 
Machines A+B Human 1 47296 0.76 0.71 72.1% 99.4% 0.05 
Table 14.  Summary of performance results across the 15 grade 3 prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform slightly below the level of the human scorers on the 
grade 3 prompts overall, although performance is still quite close.   Correlation is the same or 
higher for the automated engines while the quadratic weighted kappa and exact agreement are 
somewhat lower.  
 
The two automated scoring engines agree well with each other and the combination of the two 
provides slightly higher performance than the use of either individually, although still falling 
somewhat short of human performance on the quadratic weighted kappa and exact agreement 
metrics. 
 
Table 15 provides a summary of the percentage of grade 3 prompt / trait combinations outside 
the thresholds indicated in Table 6.  All of the differences in quadratic weighted kappa noted 
across all prompts in Table 13 occur in the grade 3 prompts, as do 60-70% of the differences on 
exact agreement.   Comparing the “All” column here for grade 3 with that in Table 13 for all 
prompts, about 25% of the prompts with potential performance issues are in grade 3 for the 
humans and about 50% for the automated systems. 
 

 r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 5.0% 5.5% 1.5% 0% - - - 6.5% 
Machine A 3.0% 8.0% 3.0% 1.5% 0% 0.5% 8.0% 13.0% 
Machine B 2.0% 11.0% 3.5% 1.5% 0% 2.5% 3.5% 14.0%  
Table 15.  Percentage of grade 3 prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues 
broken out by issue type. The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern. 
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Grade 5 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 20093 0.72 0.72 73.7% 99.1% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 57185 0.77 0.73 73.2% 99.3% -0.02 
Machine B Human 1 57185 0.78 0.72 74.6% 99.5% 0.07 

Machine A Machine B 57185 0.93 0.82 81.9% 99.9% -0.08 
Machines A+B Human 1 57185 0.79 0.74 75.5% 99.5% 0.02 
Table 16.  Summary of performance results across the 15 grade 5 prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the grade 5 prompts.  
Correlation is higher for the automated systems; quadratic weighted kappa is the same or higher; 
exact agreement for one engine is higher and just slightly lower for the other; and adjacent 
agreement is higher. 
 
Table 17 provides a summary of the percentage of grade 5 prompt / trait combinations outside 
the thresholds indicated in Table 6.  Overall, the human and automated systems have very similar 
percentages. 
 

 r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 6.5% 6.5% 0.5% 0% - - - 7.0% 
Machine A 2.0% 5.0% 2.0% 0% 0% 0% 0.5% 6.5% 
Machine B 2.0% 5.0% 0.5% 1% 0% 0% 1.0% 6.5% 
Table 17. Percentage of grade 5 prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues 
broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  

Grade 7 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 21512 0.75 0.75 68.9% 98.3% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 61146 0.81 0.77 69.4% 98.9% -0.01 
Machine B Human 1 61146 0.81 0.76 70.9% 99.0% 0.05 

Machine A Machine B 61146 0.95 0.86 80.6% 99.9% -0.07 
Machines A+B Human 1 61146 0.82 0.78 71.6% 99.2% 0.01 
Table 18.  Summary of performance results across the 15 grade 7 prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the grade 7 prompts, 
with all of the measures being slightly higher for both the automated systems versus the human 
scorers.  
Table 19 provides a summary of the percentage of grade 7 prompt / trait combinations outside 
the thresholds indicated in Table 6.  The automated systems have slightly lower percentages 
overall versus the human scorers. 
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r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans All 

r Kappa_QW Exact 
Humans 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 0% - - - 4.5% 
Machine A 0% 1.0% 2.0% 0% 0% 0% 0.5% 2.5% 
Machine B 0% 2.0% 1.5% 1% 0% 0% 0.5% 3.0% 
Table 19.  Percentage of grade 7 prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues 
broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage of prompts for which any one of 
the measures might be of concern.  

Grade 9 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 11488 0.77 0.77 70.4% 99.2% 0.00 
Machine A Human 1 32821 0.83 0.80 71.4% 99.4% -0.01 
Machine B Human 1 32821 0.84 0.79 73.2% 99.6% 0.06 

Machine A Machine B 32821 0.95 0.86 81.3% 99.9% -0.06 
Machines A+B Human 1 32821 0.85 0.81 74.2% 99.7% 0.01 
Table 20.  Summary of performance results across the 15 grade 9 prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the grade 9 prompts, 
with all of the measures being slightly higher for both the automated systems versus the humans.  
Table 21 provides a summary of the percentage of grade 9 prompt / trait combinations outside 
the thresholds indicated in Table 6.  Grade 9 has the lowest percentage of such prompts overall, 
for both the humans and the automated systems, as compared with the other grade levels. 
 

 r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 1.0% 1.0% 2.0% 0% - - - 2.0% 
Machine A 0% 0% 1.0% 0% 0% 0% 1.5% 2.5% 
Machine B 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.5% 0.5% 
Table 21.  Percentage of grade 9 prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues 
broken out by issue type. The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  

Grade 11 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 9523 0.79 0.79 68.0% 98.0% -0.02 
Machine A Human 1 27128 0.84 0.81 68.6% 98.9% -0.02 
Machine B Human 1 27128 0.84 0.80 69.8% 99.0% 0.04 

Machine A Machine B 27128 0.95 0.88 79.9% 99.9% -0.06 
Machines A+B Human 1 27128 0.85 0.82 71.0% 99.2% -0.01 
Table 22.  Summary of performance results across the 15 grade 11 prompts 
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The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the grade 11 prompts, 
with all of the measures being slightly higher for both the automated systems versus the humans.  
Table 23 provides a summary of the percentage of grade 11 prompt / trait combinations outside 
the thresholds indicated in Table 6.   The automated systems have a somewhat lower percentage 
than the humans overall. 
 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 0.5% 0.5% 5.5% 0% - - - 5.0% 
Machine A 0% 0% 2.5% 0% 0% 0% 1.0% 2.5% 
Machine B 0% 0% 2.5% 0% 0% 0% 0.5% 2.0% 
Table 23.  Percentage of grade 11 prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues 
broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  

 

Summary of By Grade Analyses 
On average, automated scoring performance matches or exceeds human performance for all of 
the grade levels except grade 3 where performance is slightly lower.    The scores from the two 
engines are highly correlated across all grades.   The combination of the two engines provides 
just slightly higher performance than either engine alone. 
 
Looking at differences in human performance across the grade levels, as summarized in Table 
24, we see that correlation and quadratic weighted kappa tend to increase from elementary to 
middle to high school grades.  Exact agreement for the elementary grades, in which the traits are 
scored on a 0-3 scale, is similar, while exact agreement for the higher grades, in which two of the 
traits are scored on the larger 0-4 scale is also similar.  Automated scoring (Table 25) follows the 
trend we see with human scoring, with increasing values of correlation and quadratic weighted 
kappa as the grade levels increase.   Exact agreement is lower for the automated systems in 
grade 3, but otherwise shows the same pattern as the human scorers across the grade levels. 
 
As noted earlier in the report in Table 4, the grade 3 responses were substantially shorter than 
the other grade levels, just 61 words on average, which may explain the difference in 
performance.  Because the longer the response to a prompt, the more evidence from which to 
evaluate a student’s ability, we hypothesize that the brevity of the third grade responses may 
contribute to the lower automated scoring performance. 
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Grade N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
3 16714 0.74 0.73 73.8% 99.0% -0.01 

5 20093 0.72 0.72 73.7% 99.1% -0.01 

7 21512 0.75 0.75 68.9% 98.3% -0.01 

9 11488 0.77 0.77 70.4% 99.2% 0.00 
11 9523 0.79 0.79 68.0% 98.0% -0.02 

Table 24.  Human performance across the grade levels 

 

Grade N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
3 

47296 
 0.74- 
0.75 

 0.69- 
0.70 

 69.3%- 
71.5% 

 99.0%- 
99.3% 

 0.04- 
0.07 

5 
57185  0.77- 

0.78 
 0.72- 
0.73 

 73.2%- 
74.6% 

 99.3%- 
99.5% 

-0.02- 
0.07 

7 
61146 0.81 

 0.76- 
0.77 

 69.4%- 
70.9% 

 98.9%- 
99.0% 

-0.01- 
0.05 

9 
32821 

 0.83- 
0.84 

 0.79- 
0.80 

 71.4%- 
73.2% 

 99.4%- 
99.6% 

-0.01- 
0.06 

11 
27128 0.84 

 0.80- 
0.81 

 68.6%- 
69.8% 

 98.9%- 
99.0% 

-0.02- 
0.04 

Table 25.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the grade levels 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of exact agreement for each of the different grade levels. 
Comparing across the grade levels, we see the higher exact agreement overall for the lower 
grades (grades 3-5), due to the smaller score point range for some of the traits in those grades, 
versus the upper ones.  For each grade level individually, we note the following: 

• Grade 3: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted lower than the humans, 
indicating a higher percentage of prompts performing below 70%, with Machine A slightly 
lower than Machine B. 

• Grade 5: The graphs for the human scorers and automated systems are fairly well 
aligned with Machine B being shifted slightly higher than the others.  

• Grade 7: The graphs for the automated systems are more peaked showing a higher 
percentage of prompts with 68-70% exact agreement.  Machine B is shifted slightly 
higher than both the humans and Machine A, with more prompts over 70% exact 
agreement.  The humans also tended to have more prompts with lower agreement (note 
the left tail) versus the automated systems.   

• Grade 9: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted higher than the humans, with 
Machine B somewhat higher than Machine A.  The humans tended to have more prompts 
with both lower and higher exact agreement (note the tails) versus the automated 
systems. 
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• Grade 11: The graphs for the automated systems are more peaked and shifted slightly 
higher than the humans, with Machine B being somewhat higher than Machine A.  The 
humans tended to have more prompts with both lower and higher exact agreement (note 
the tails) versus the automated systems. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.  Distribution of exact agreement broken out by grade level 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of quadratic weighted kappa for each of the different grade levels.  
The graphs nicely illustrate the general increase of quadratic weighted kappa with the grade level.  
For each grade level individually, we note the following:   

• Grade 3: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted lower than the humans, with 
Machine B being slightly lower than Machine A.   

• Grade 5: The graphs for the humans and automated systems are fairly well aligned, with 
Machine B being shifted just slightly lower.  The humans tended to have more prompts 
with higher quadratic weighted kappas than the automated systems. 

• Grade 7: The graph for Machine A is shifted slightly higher than the humans while the 
graph for Machine B is more spread out, although still tending somewhat higher than the 
humans overall. 

• Grade 9: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted somewhat higher than the 
humans, with Machine A being slightly higher than Machine B.  The humans tended to 
have more prompts with both lower and higher quadratic weighted kappas versus the 
automated systems. 
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• Grade 11: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted slightly higher than the 
humans, with Machine A being slightly higher than Machine B.  The humans tended to 
have more prompts with lower quadratic weighted kappas versus the automated 
systems. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Distribution of quadratic weighted kappa broken out by grade level 

 
Comparing the percentage of potential performance issues across the grades (Table 26), the 
percentages for the humans and the automated systems are higher for grades 3 and 5 than the 
other grade levels.   With the exception of grade 3, the percentage of prompt / trait combinations 
with potential scoring issues is generally lower for the automated systems than the humans.    
 

 
Grade 

3 5 7 9 11 
Humans 6.5% 7.0% 4.5% 2.0% 5.0% 
Machine A 13.0%	 6.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 
Machine B 14.0% 6.5% 3.0% 0.5% 2.0% 
Table 26.  Summary of the percentage of prompt / trait combinations with potential performance 
issues across the grades.  The columns in this table combine the “All” columns from each of the 
individual grade tables in the preceding sections. 
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By Trait Analysis 
In the sections that follow, we break out the performance summary information for each of the 
three traits: 

• Written Expression 
• Knowledge of Language and Conventions 
• Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details 

 
All seventy-five prompts are evaluated for the Written Expression and Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions traits, while the Reading Comprehension trait is only evaluated for two thirds of 
the prompts.  Following the discussion of the individual traits, we provide a summary of the 
similarities and differences seen across the traits. 
 
 

Written Expression 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 29515 0.76 0.76 71.9% 98.6% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 83946 0.80 0.77 71.9% 99.0% -0.01 
Machine B Human 1 83946 0.81 0.76 72.8% 99.1% 0.06 

Machine A Machine B 83946 0.94 0.85 81.7% 99.9% -0.07 
Machines A+B Human 1 83946 0.82 0.78 73.9% 99.3% 0.01 
Table 27.  Summary of performance results for the Written Expression trait across all prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Written Expression 
trait overall.  Correlation is higher for the automated systems; quadratic weighted kappa and 
exact agreement are the same or higher; and adjacent agreement is higher. 
 
Table 28 indicates the percentage of Written Expression prompt / trait combinations that may 
have potential issues based on the thresholds in Table 6.  Overall, the humans and the 
automated systems have a similar percentage of potential issues for this trait, with Machine A 
having a somewhat lower percentage. 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 7.5% 7.5% 3.0% 0% - - - 10.0% 
Machine A 2.0% 5.0% 2.0% 0% 0% 0% 3.0% 8.5% 
Machine B 1.5% 8.0% 2.5% 1% 0% 1.0% 2.0% 10.0% 
Table 28.  Percentage of Written Expression prompt / traits combinations with potential performance 
issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  
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Knowledge of Language and Conventions 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 29515 0.75 0.75 68.8% 98.7% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 83946 0.79 0.76 68.2% 99.0% 0.00 
Machine B Human 1 83946 0.81 0.76 70.5% 99.3% 0.05 

Machine A Machine B 83946 0.93 0.83 78.6% 99.9% -0.05 
Machines A+B Human 1 83946 0.81 0.77 71.2% 99.4% 0.01 
Table 29.  Summary of performance results for the Knowledge of Language and Conventions trait 
across all prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Knowledge of 
Language and Conventions trait overall.  Correlation and quadratic weighted kappa are higher for 
the automated systems; exact agreement is higher for one system and just slightly lower for the 
other; and adjacent agreement is higher for both. 
 
Table 30 indicates the percentage of Knowledge of Language and Conventions prompt / trait 
combinations that may have potential issues based on the thresholds in Table 6.  Overall, the 
humans and the automated systems have a similar percentage of potential issues for this trait, 
with Machine A having a somewhat higher percentage. 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 4.5% 5.0% 7.0% 0% - - - 10.0% 
Machine A 2.0% 5.0% 8.5% 1% 0% 0% 4.5% 11.5% 
Machine B 1.5% 5.5% 5.0% 1% 0% 0.5% 2% 10.0% 
Table 30.  Percentage of Knowledge of Language and Conventions prompt / trait combinations with 
potential performance issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for 
which any one of the measures might be of concern.  

 

Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 20300 0.76 0.76 72.9% 99.0% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 57684 0.79 0.76 71.5% 99.3% 0.00 
Machine B Human 1 57684 0.80 0.75 73.1% 99.4% 0.06 

Machine A Machine B 57684 0.93 0.83 80.7% 99.9% -0.05 
Machines A+B Human 1 57684 0.81 0.76 73.9% 99.5% 0.03 
Table 31.  Summary of performance results for the Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details 
trait across all prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Reading 
Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details trait overall.  Correlation is higher for the automated 
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systems; quadratic weighted kappa is the same for one system and just slightly lower for the 
other; exact agreement is also higher for one system and only somewhat lower for the other; and 
adjacent agreement is higher for both. 
 
Table 32 indicates the percentage of the Reading Comprehension prompt / trait combinations that 
may have potential issues based on the thresholds in Table 6.  Overall, the automated systems 
have a slightly higher percentage than the humans. 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 3.5% 3.5% 1.5% 0% - - - 5.0% 
Machine A 1.0% 4.0% 0% 0.5% 0% 0.5% 4.0% 7.0% 
Machine B 1.0% 4.5% 0% 1.5% 0% 1.0% 2.0% 6.0% 
Table 32.  Percentage of Reading Comprehension prompt / trait combinations with potential 
performance issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which 
any one of the measures might be of concern.  

Summary of By Trait Analyses 
Performance across all three traits is similar for the humans and automated engines, as 
summarized from the sections above in Table 33 and Table 34.   Correlation and quadratic 
weighted kappa don’t vary much with the trait, while agreement rates vary some, in a similar 
manner, for both the humans and the automated engines.   Exact agreement for the Knowledge 
of Language and Conventions trait is lower than the other two traits for both the humans and the 
automated systems.   Traits related to language conventions often have lower agreement rates 
for humans and so this result does not seem unusual. 
 
 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 29515 0.76 0.76 71.9% 98.6% -0.01 

Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

29515 0.75 0.75 68.8% 98.7% -0.01 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

20300 0.76 0.76 72.9% 99.0% -0.01 

Table 33.  Human performance across the traits 

 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 

83946 
 0.80- 
0.81 

 0.76- 
0.77 

 71.9%-
72.8% 

 99.0%-
99.1% 

-0.01-
0.06 

Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

83946 
 0.79-
0.81 0.76 

 68.2%-
70.5% 

 99.0%-
99.3% 

 0.00-
0.05 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

57684 
 0.79-
0.80 

 0.75- 
0.76 

 71.5%-
73.1% 

 99.3%- 
99.4% 

 0.00-
0.06 

Table 34.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the traits 
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Figure 6 shows the distribution of exact agreement for each of the different traits.  Comparing 
across the traits, the graphs illustrate the slightly lower exact agreement for the Knowledge of 
Language and Conventions trait versus the other two traits.   For each of the traits individually, we 
note the following: 

• Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details:  The graphs for the automated 
systems are more peaked showing a higher percentage of prompts with 70% agreement.  
Machine B is shifted slightly higher than both the humans and Machine A with more 
prompts over 70%.  The humans tended to have more prompts with both lower and 
higher agreements than the automated systems. 

• Written Expression: The graphs for the automated systems are slightly more peaked 
showing a higher percentage of prompts with 70% agreement.  Machine B is shifted 
slightly higher than both the humans and Machine A with more prompts over 70%.   

• Knowledge of Language and Conventions: The graph for Machine B is shifted somewhat 
higher than both the humans and Machine A, showing a higher percentage of prompts 
with greater than 70% agreement.  The humans also tended to have more prompts with 
lower agreement than the automated systems. 

 
Figure 6. Distribution of exact agreement broken out by trait 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of quadratic weighted kappa for each of the different traits.  
• Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details:  The graphs for the automated 

systems are shifted slightly higher than the humans with Machine A being slightly higher 
than Machine B.  Machine B also tended to have more prompts with lower quadratic 
weighted kappa versus the humans or Machine A. 
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• Written Expression: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted slightly higher 
than the humans with Machine A being slightly higher than Machine B.  Machine B also 
tended to have more prompts with lower quadratic weighted kappa versus the humans or 
Machine A. 

• Knowledge of Language and Conventions:  The graphs for the automated systems are 
shifted slightly higher than the humans.  Both engines tended to have slightly more 
prompts with lower quadratic weighted kappa versus the humans. 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of quadratic weighted kappa broken out by trait 

Comparing the percentage of potential performance issues across the traits (Table 35), the 
percentages for the human scorers versus the automated systems are relatively similar, with 
Machine A varying somewhat more.  The Reading Comprehension of Key Ideas and Detail trait is 
applied to only two thirds of the prompts, helping to explain the lower percentages for that trait 
overall. 
 

 
Written 

Expression 
 

Knowledge of 
Language 

 and Conventions 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas  
and Details 

Humans 10.0% 10.0% 5.0% 
Machine A 8.5% 11.5% 7.0% 
Machine B 10.0% 10.0% 6.0% 
Table 35.  Percentage of prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues broken out 
by the different trait types 
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By Type Analysis 
In the sections that follow, we break out the performance summary information for each of the 
three task types: 

• Research Simulation 
• Literary Analysis 
• Narrative Writing  

Note that the Narrative Writing prompts are scored for just two traits (and not the Reading 
Comprehension of Key Ideas and Details trait) while the other prompt types are scored for three 
traits.  
 
Table 36 provides a summary of the differences in length of response for each task type.  
Students in the lower grades tended to write more in response to Narrative Writing prompts 
versus the other types, with Literary Analysis prompts having the shortest responses. In grades 7 
and 11, Narrative Writing prompts also elicited the longest responses on average. This may not 
be surprising as students, and younger students in particular, are more familiar with the Narrative 
task types than the others. 
 

Task Type 
Grade 

3 5 7 9 11 
Literary Analysis 52 93 162 161 152 
Narrative Writing 69 137 173 160 168 
Research Simulation 60 109 155 179 151 
Table 36.  Mean length in words of the responses to each type of prompt across each grade.   

 

Research Simulation 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 29556 0.76 0.76 71.7% 98.7% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 83820 0.80 0.77 70.7% 99.1% 0.00 
Machine B Human 1 83820 0.80 0.75 72.1% 99.3% 0.05 

Machine A Machine B 83820 0.94 0.85 81.3% 99.9% -0.05 
Machines A+B Human 1 83820 0.81 0.77 72.8% 99.4% 0.02 
Table 37.  Summary of performance results for the Research Simulation prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Research 
Simulation tasks overall.  Correlation is higher for the automated systems; quadratic weighted 
kappa is slightly higher for one system and just slightly lower for the other; exact agreement is 
higher for one system and only somewhat lower for the other; and adjacent agreement is higher 
for both. 
 
Table 38 provides a summary of the percentage of Research Simulation prompt / trait 
combinations outside the thresholds indicated in Table 6.   The automated systems have a 
slightly higher percentage of potential performance issues overall for this task type versus the 
human scorers. 
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r 
Kappa_Q

W 
Exact SMD 

Difference from Humans 
All 

r Kappa_QW Exact 
Humans 5.0% 5.0% 3.5% 0% - - - 8.0% 
Machine A 2.5% 6.0% 2.5% 1% 0% 0% 6.0% 11.0%  
Machine B 1.5% 6.5% 1.5% 1% 0% 0.5% 2.5% 9.0%  
Table 38.  Percentage of Research Simulation prompt / trait combinations with potential performance 
issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  

 

Literary Analysis 

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 31344 0.74 0.73 71.6% 99.0% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 89232 0.79 0.75 71.4% 99.3% -0.01 
Machine B Human 1 89232 0.80 0.74 73.3% 99.4% 0.06 

Machine A Machine B 89232 0.93 0.82 80.3% 99.9% -0.07 
Machines A+B Human 1 89232 0.80 0.76 74.3% 99.5% 0.02 
Table 39.  Summary of performance results for the Literary Analysis prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Literary Analysis 
tasks overall.  Correlation and quadratic weighed kappa are higher for the automated systems; 
exact agreement is higher for one system and only somewhat lower for the other; and adjacent 
agreement is higher for both. 
 
Table 40 provides a summary of the percentage of Literary Analysis prompt / trait combinations 
outside the thresholds indicated in Table 6.   The automated systems have a slightly lower 
percentage of potential performance issues overall for this task type versus the human scorers. 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 8.0% 8.0% 3.5% 0% - - - 11.5% 
Machine A 2.0% 7.0% 2.5% 0.5% 0% 0.5% 3.0% 9.0% 
Machine B 2.0% 9.0% 2.0% 1.5% 0% 0.5% 0.5% 10.5% 
Table 40.  Percentage of Literary Analysis prompt / trait combinations with potential performance 
issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  
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Narrative Writing  

Comparison N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Human 2 Human 1 18430 0.77 0.77 68.8% 98.3% -0.01 
Machine A Human 1 52524 0.81 0.78 68.3% 98.7% 0.00 
Machine B Human 1 52524 0.82 0.77 69.9% 98.9% 0.05 

Machine A Machine B 52524 0.94 0.85 78.6% 99.8% -0.05 
Machines A+B Human 1 52524 0.83 0.79 70.8% 99.1% 0.02 
Table 41.  Summary of performance results for the Narrative Writing prompts 

The automated scoring engines perform similarly to the human scorers on the Narrative Writing 
tasks overall.  Correlation is higher for the automated systems; quadratic weighed kappa is the 
same or higher; exact agreement is higher for one system and only somewhat lower for the other; 
and adjacent agreement is higher for both. 
 
Table 42 provides a summary of the percentage of Narrative Writing prompt / trait combinations 
outside the thresholds indicated in Table 6.   The automated systems have a slightly higher 
percentage of potential performance issues overall for this task type versus the human scorers. 
 

 
 

r Kappa_QW Exact SMD 
Difference from Humans 

All 
r Kappa_QW Exact 

Humans 2.5% 3.0% 4.5% 0% - - - 5.5% 
Machine A 0.5% 1.0% 5.5% 0% 0% 0% 2.5% 7.0% 
Machine B 0.5% 2.5% 4.0% 1.0% 0% 1% 3% 6.5% 
Table 42.  Percentage of Narrative Writing prompt / trait combinations with potential performance 
issues broken out by issue type.  The All column indicates the percentage for which any one of the 
measures might be of concern.  

 

Summary of By Type Analyses 
Performance for the humans and automated systems are similar across the task types, as 
summarized from the sections above by Table 43 and Table 44.  While Narrative Writing tasks 
had the highest correlations and quadratic weighted kappas of the three types for the humans 
and the automated systems, it had the lowest exact agreements, indicating that the humans, and 
consequently the automated systems, had more trouble agreeing on the scores for those types of 
prompts.   That may be because Narrative Writing tasks are scored for only two traits and not 
three, with one of them being the Knowledge of Language and Conventions trait, where the 
human scorers tend to agree less well also. 
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Task Type N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Research 
Simulation 

29556 0.76 0.76 71.7% 98.7% -0.01 

Literary 
Analysis 

31344 0.74 0.73 71.6% 99.0% -0.01 

Narrative 
Writing 

18430 0.77 0.77 68.8% 98.3% -0.01 

Table 43.  Human performance across the task types 

Task Type N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Research 
Simulation 

83820 0.80 
 0.75- 
0.77 

 70.7%- 
72.1% 

 99.1%- 
99.3% 

 0.00- 
0.05 

Literary 
Analysis 

89232 
 0.79- 
0.80 

 0.74- 
0.75 

 71.4%- 
73.3% 

 99.3%- 
99.4% 

-0.01 

Narrative 
Writing 

52524 
 0.81- 
0.82 

 0.77- 
0.78 

 68.3%- 
69.9% 

 98.7%- 
98.9% 

 0.00- 
0.05 

Table 44.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the task types 

 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of exact agreement for each of the different task types.  
Comparing across the types, the graphs illustrate the slightly lower exact agreement for Narrative 
Writing versus the other types.   They also show a wider spread of human performance for the 
Research Simulation prompts versus the other types.  For each of the task types individually, we 
note the following: 

• Research Simulation: The graphs for the humans are shifted slightly higher than the 
automated systems, but the humans also tend to have more prompts with lower levels of 
agreement versus the automated systems.   

• Narrative Writing: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted somewhat higher 
than the humans, with Machine B being slightly higher than Machine A.   The humans 
also tended to have more prompts with lower levels of agreement versus the automated 
systems.   

• Literary Analysis: The graphs for the automated systems are shifted somewhat higher 
than the humans, with Machine B being somewhat higher than Machine A.   
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Figure 8.  Distribution of exact agreement across the task types 

 
Figure 9 shows the distribution of quadratic weighted kappa for each of the different task types. 
For all of the task types, the graphs for the automated systems are shifted slightly higher than the 
humans, with Machine A being slightly higher than Machine B. 
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Figure 9.  Distribution of quadratic weighted kappa across the task types 

 
Comparing the percentage of potential performance issues across the task types (Table 45), the 
percentages vary somewhat for the humans, with the percentage of Literary Analysis prompts 
being highest.  Machine B follows a similar trend as the humans, while the highest percentage for 
Machine A is with the Research Simulation prompts.  The Narrative Writing prompts involve only 
two traits, rather than three like the others, helping to explain the lower percentages for that task 
type overall. 
 

 
Research 

Simulation 
Literary 
Analysis 

Narrative 
Writing 

Humans 8.0% 11.5% 5.5% 
Machine A 11.0% 9.0% 7.0% 
Machine B 9.0% 10.5% 6.5% 
Table 45.  Percentage of prompt / trait combinations with potential performance issues broken out 
by the different task types 

 

By Trait and Type Analysis 
In the following tables, we include performance results for the different combinations of traits and 
task types to identify possible interactions between the two.  For each task type we include two 
pairs of tables, one with the human performance results for each trait and another with the range 
of automated engine performance for each trait.   Across all of the task types, the performance on 
each trait is similar for the human scorers and automated engines.   As performance varies for 
the humans, it varies for the automated engines similarly.   As in the By Trait analyses above, 
exact agreement on the Knowledge of Language and Conventions trait tends to be lower than 
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agreement on the other traits, with it being lowest for the Narrative prompts.   Performance on the 
Written Expression trait also tended to be lower for the Narrative prompts. 

Research Simulation Tasks 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 9852 0.75 0.75 72.9% 98.7% -0.01 
Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

9852 0.76 0.76 69.3% 98.5% -0.02 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

9852 0.77 0.77 73.0% 98.9% 0.00 

Table 46.  Human performance across the traits for the Research Simulation prompts 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 

27940  0.80 
 0.75- 
0.77 

 72.8%-
73.6% 

 99.2%-
99.3% 

-0.01-
0.06 

Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

27940 
 0.79-
0.81 0.76 

 68.3%-
70.3% 

 98.9%-
99.2% 

 0.01-
0.04 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

27940  0.80 
 0.75- 
0.77 

 71.1%-
72.3% 

 99.3%- 
99.4% 

 0.01-
0.06 

Table 47.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the traits for the Research Simulation prompts 

 

Literary Analysis Tasks 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 10448 0.73 0.73 72.2% 99.0% -0.02 
Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

10448 0.73 0.73 69.9% 98.9% 0.00 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

10448 0.74 0.74 72.8% 99.0% -0.01 

Table 48.  Human performance across the traits for the Literary Analysis prompts 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 

29744 
 0.79-
0.80 

 0.74- 
0.76 

 73.2%-
74.1% 

 99.3%-
99.4% 

-0.02-
0.06 

Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

29744 
 0.79-
0.80 0.74 

 69.3%-
72.1% 

 99.3%-
99.5% 

 0.00-
0.05 

Reading Comprehension 
of Key Ideas and Details 

29744  0.79 
 0.74- 
0.75 

 71.8%-
73.8% 

 99.2%- 
99.3% 

 0.00-
0.07 

Table 49.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the traits for the Literary Analysis prompts 
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Narrative Tasks 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 9215 0.79 0.79 70.6% 98.1% -0.01 
Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

9215 0.76 0.75 67.1% 98.6% -0.02 

Table 50.  Human performance across the traits for the Narrative prompts 

 

Trait N 
Mean 

r Kappa_QW Exact Adjacent SMD 
Written Expression 

26262  0.82 
 0.78- 
0.80 

 69.7%-
70.7% 

 98.6% 
-0.01-
0.07 

Knowledge of Language 
and Conventions 

26262 
 0.80-
0.81 0.77 

 66.9%-
69.1% 

 98.9%-
99.3% 

 -0.01-
0.06 

Table 51.  Automated scoring performance (showing the range for the two scoring engines) across 
the traits for the Narrative prompts 

 

Score Point Analysis 
In this section, we present a variety of analyses evaluating score point performance by the 
humans and automated systems.  Evaluating score point performance involves using different 
measures than those used elsewhere in the report that are by their nature based on performance 
across score points (e.g., correlation and quadratic weighed kappa). Here, we present results 
evaluating the frequency of the score points awarded by each scorer (human and automated), the 
number of responses awarded by each scorer in agreement with the first human scorer, and 
exact agreement between each scorer and the first human scorer.   
 
First, in the following figures, we look at the frequency distribution of the score points awarded by 
each of the human scorers and the automated systems.14  We present the results for each of the 
different grade levels for each of the different score ranges.  In grades 3 and 5, all traits are 
scored using the same 0-3 scale and so only one chart is needed for each of those grades.  In 
the upper grades, performance on the Conventions trait is shown separately because it is scored 
on a 0-3 scale, whereas the other traits are scored on a 0-4 scale. 
 
Consistent with the human scoring summary in Table 4, we see that as the score points increase, 
we generally have fewer examples of each score point by all scorers, the exception being the 
Conventions trait in grades 9 and 11 where score point 1 is awarded most frequently.  Across the 

                                                        
14 Recall that the N count for Human2 is much smaller than the N count for the other scorers with only 35% of the 

responses on average having a second human score and so the comparisons are not exactly the same, but should be 

close to equivalent.    
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score points, there is some small variability in the percentages awarded by each scorer, but the 
automated systems are generally in line with the human scorers.  
 

 

Figure 10.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the forty grade 3 prompt/trait combinations 

 

 
Figure 11.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the forty grade 5 prompt/trait combinations 
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Figure 12.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the fifteen grade 7 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the Conventions 
trait) 

 

 
Figure 13.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the twenty-five grade 7 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 scale  
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Figure 14.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the fifteen grade 9 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the Conventions 
trait) 

 

 
Figure 15.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the twenty-five grade 9 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 scale  
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Figure 16.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the fifteen grade 11 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the 
Conventions trait) 

 

 
Figure 17.   Percentage of each score point awarded by the human scorers and the automated 
systems for the twenty-five grade 11 prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 scale  
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thus limited by the number of responses receiving a second human score and so is about 35% of 
the responses per prompt on average.   
 
For each score point, we include the number of responses given by each of the scorers that 
matches the first human score at that score point.   For example, the first set of columns in Figure 
18 shows the number of 0’s awarded by each of the second human scorer (Human2), Machine A, 
and Machine B that match 0’s also awarded by the first human scorer (Human1).   The total 
number of responses awarded each score point by Human1 is represented by the dotted line 
drawn over each set of bars.    As can be seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19, each of the scorers 
tends to award a similar number of responses per score point in agreement with the first human 
scorer.    The charts also show that any variability between the numbers awarded by the second 
human scorer versus the automated systems are quite small in comparison to the difference 
between the second human scorer and the total number of responses awarded by the first human 
scorer.  That is, the distance between the top of the Human2 bars and the dotted line 
representing Human1 is much larger than the differences in height between any of the individual 
bars at each score point. 
 

 

Figure 18.   Number of responses matching the first human scorer at each score point for the 125 
prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-3 point scale 
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Figure 19.  Number of responses matching the first human scorer at each score point for the 75 
prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 point scale 
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In grade 3 (Figure 21), the automated systems generally have lower agreement than the humans 
at each score point, as is consistent with the overall lower exact agreement noted earlier in the 
report.   Machine B has higher agreement than Machine A at the majority of the score points, the 
exception being score point 3. 

 
 Figure 21.  Per score point agreement performance for the forty grade 3 prompt/trait combinations 
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Figure 22.  Per score point agreement performance for the forty grade 5 prompt/trait combinations 
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For the Conventions trait in grade 7 (Figure 23), the automated systems generally have similar or 
higher agreement than the humans at each score. Machine B again has higher agreement than 
Machine A at the majority of the score points, the exception being score point 3. 
 

 
Figure 23.  Per score point agreement performance for the fifteen grade 7 prompt/trait combinations 
scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the Conventions trait) 
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Figure 24.  Per score point agreement performance for the twenty-five grade 7 prompt/trait 
combinations scored on a 0-4 scale 
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For the Conventions trait in grade 9 (Figure 25), the automated systems generally have similar or 
higher agreement than the humans at each score point.  
 
 

 
Figure 25.  Per score point agreement performance for the fifteen grade 9 prompt/trait combinations 
scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the Conventions trait) 
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Figure 26.  Per score point agreement performance for the twenty-five grade 9 prompt/trait 
combinations scored on a 0-4 scale 
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For the Conventions trait in grade 11 (Figure 27), the automated systems generally have similar 
or higher agreement than the humans at each score point.  
 
 

 
Figure 27.  Per score point agreement performance for the fifteen grade 11 prompt/trait combinations 
scored on a 0-3 scale (i.e. the Conventions trait) 

For the other traits in grade 11 (Figure 28), the automated systems again generally have similar 
or higher agreement than the humans at each score point with the exception of score point 4.  
 

 
Figure 28.  Per score point agreement performance for the twenty-five grade 11 prompt/trait 
combinations scored on a 0-4 scale 
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exception in some cases of the highest score point where we have the fewest number of cases. 
Among the two automated scoring systems, Machine B tended to provide better agreement with 
human scoring at the lower and middle score points, while Machine A tended to provide better 
agreement with human scoring at the highest score point.  That said, the estimates of 
performance at the highest score point also have the highest variability because we have so few 
cases with which to measure performance.   For the prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 
scale, fifty percent of the prompts had six or fewer cases of score point 4 in the test/validation set 
used to evaluate performance throughout the report.   A change in score point for just one 
response can thus result in a large percentage point change (17%) in performance. 
 
In general, the machine learning techniques used in automated scoring can be tuned in a variety 
of ways that can differentially maximize performance at different score points.  These different 
tuning approaches can lead to improved performance at the high end of the score range, but with 
a tradeoff in lower performance at other score points.  Lower performance at particular score 
points is often due to a lack of sufficient training responses at those score points, and indeed for 
the prompt/trait combinations scored on a 0-4 scale, fifty percent of the prompts had eleven or 
fewer cases of score point 4 available in the training/evaluation set.  Alternatives for improving 
performance at the high end include retraining when more high scoring responses become 
available or applying differential scoring in which potentially high scoring responses (e.g. those 
receiving the top two score points) are also referred for human scoring.  
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
In the preceding sections, we provided a variety of analyses comparing human and automated 
scoring for seventy-five prompts from the Spring 2014 PARCC field test.  The prompts were 
drawn from across the grade levels and the task types.   We evaluated human and automated 
scoring performance on a variety of different measures, including correlation, quadratic weighted 
kappa, and agreement.  On average, across the two to three traits that were scored for each of 
the seventy-five prompts, for a total of two hundred automated scoring models, the performance 
of the automated engines matched that of the humans.  These results held for different task types 
and varied grade levels.  Only in grade 3 was performance slightly below that of the humans.  We 
also identified the percentage of prompt / trait combinations where human or automated scoring 
performance might be of concern and found similar percentages for both humans and automated 
scoring.   
 
We evaluated performance of both Pearson’s and ETS’s scoring engines and found them each to 
perform comparably to humans.  Averaging scores from the two engines to produce a combined 
automated engine score provided slightly higher performance than either engine alone, but in 
general the two engines produced highly similar scores. 
 
Overall, the results in this report support the viability of automated scoring for the PARCC 
Performance-Based Assessment.   If one of two human scorers were to be replaced with one of 
the automated systems, the results of this study suggest that scoring performance would be 
similar.   Based on current plans, automated scoring will be used as a quality check on human 
scoring during the Spring 2015 administration.   The human score will be the score of record, but 
the results presented here indicate that automated scoring performs sufficiently accurately to be 
used to check inter-rater reliability and inform read behinds and other actions by (human) scoring 
directors and supervisors.   
 
While this study represents an initial validation of automated scoring, it has a variety of limitations, 
largely due to the nature of the field test data. For example, as was clear from the results 
described above, there were limitations in the score distributions obtained in the field test, with 
relatively few students achieving the highest score points. In addition, only a sample of the data 
were double-scored by humans, and only a sample of the prompts used in the field test were 
analyzed. These constraints limit the generalizability of the results of this proof-of-concept study. 
 
There are thus still a number of additional analyses needed to further validate the use of 
automated scoring on operational PARCC assessments.  Using automated scoring as a second 
quality score in the spring of 2015 will provide a means of collecting additional data for those 
analyses, the plans for which will be developed over the next several months.  Following the 
recommendations of Williamson et al. (2012) and the Standards for Educational and 
Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, NCME), the additional data will allow us to evaluate any 
variability in operational scoring from the field test, including performance on the high end of the 
score scale.  It will also allow us to perform comparisons between automated and human scoring 
for various subgroups, something that was not possible with the available field test data.  And 
finally, it will allow us to evaluate performance on constructed responses against external criteria 
such as performance on the remainder of the PARCC assessment.    
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